Public reporting burden for the collection of information is estimated to average 1 hour per response, including the time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information. 
SPONSORING/MONITORING AGENCY NAME(S) AND ADDRESS(ES) 10. SPONSOR/MONITOR'S ACRONYM(S)

SPONSOR/MONITOR'S REPORT NUMBER(S)
DISTRIBUTION/AVAILABILITY STATEMENT
Approved for public release; distribution unlimited Information operations Actions taken to affect adversary information and information systems while defending one's own information and information systems.
Return on Investment
After creating a service branch for Special Forces in 1987, the Army ensured that SOF personnel would serve as "SOF for does it mention the SOF core tasks as outlined in 
Bang for Your Buck
Not only do the tasks assigned a SOF unit differ greatly from a conventional unit, but also the cost of training SOF personnel vary greatly as well. According to an internal SOCOM study, the cost of training one Green Beret, one Seal, and one 
Less Competitive for Command Selection
Opponents to a SOF MOS and career model will tell you that if a MOS is created, the Marines in that specialty will have less chance to command since the slots for commanders in that organization are fewer. This is simply untrue. As MARSOC continues to evolve, it has modified its structure to include a 3.5 to 1 ratio of company commanders to battalion commanders.
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Conventional Marine infantry has a 5 to one ratio (6 to 1 if an assistant operations officer is included). The lower ratio of captains to battalion commanders means that there are more command opportunities per captain inside MARSOC.
Not Enough Diversity
Every career Marine comprehends that the pillars to continued service are MOS credibility, diversity, and evaluation. None of these pillars will change with a SOF MOS.
Just as Marines in conventional forces rotate out of operational units to assume a B-billet, so will SOF Marines. After an initial tour in SOF, a Marine will be eligible for recruiting, the drill field, joint billets at other SOF headquarters, or service as an instructor at the Marine Special Operations School (MSOS). The additional joint billets will actually make the Marine more diverse instead of less.
Conclusion
The majority of Marines recognizeand accept that SOF is, in 
